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Some Algerian Specialties 

 
 
Algerian Arabic transcript:  

  

�:ع��#ة !!! آ�#$% ��� !!! ),ن، ا%(#)'، ا%(#)'، آ��� ),راق ا%.�آ-'، ا%.�آ-' آ��ا%8,راق ه2ا ش56 ورق ه12 .  !!! آ�
� . )>; ي !!! B8JL ا%8,راق )�%-$: K�G$H{ ...GJD{...ووو أD� م�شB ش�ف @-? آ5 ح�ل )>;:�ع ا%8,راق و �آ�

�Q-JPO آSV BU WXY,ر، BU ا%.6#ب )>; RS� Q%,PJOD ا%OP�م. ا%OP�م . Vج و�]\%�( Vو K$-%�( %^[#ة و�م )�OP%ا
�8JP, ا%OP�م )�%$,ت :�U !!!GJD... )�ل K-@ا` ا a�� . ا�Q ا%OP�م. أD� ]�مB آ-QcJ @-? آ5 ح�ل. SV B,ر، BU اVم�ز�آ�

�c,ن )�%-$:K�GJD ال !!! d%ا ،GJD�: ن,c�d%�( �J[�P%ا .;J-ا1، م . !!! ���� و ز�\ !!! آ�,(�X%ا GJD�: ،K$-%�( ا%^[#ة �J(,-%ا
GJD�: e.$%�( و 'cfX%�( !!! ل�( .  

 
 
English translation: 

 
A: Food… There is shourba [soup] and there is lehrira1. There is also bourag, which is 
kind of paper-like… Honestly, I am not a chef, but you make bourag with meat. There is 
ta’am, which they call it couscous in Morocco but we call it ta’am. There is ta’am with 
vegetables or meat or chicken or, for the Amazigh [Berber], I believe, they make ta’am 
with fish. I never eat it [with fish]. So, we have ta’am. There is also tagine with olives 
and meat with olives, which is delicious. In addition, there are green beans with meat, 
kabuyia with kafta and chickpeas.   
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1 Lehrira: A type of soup, a specialty to Western North African countries. 
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